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Grammar
1 Complete the sentences with the present simple or present continuous form of the verbs in the box.

not play  have   visit  do   learn

1 Paul ’s learning  to play the piano but he’s quite lazy.
2 We sometimes visit  our grandparents.
3 When does  John do  his homework? He’s always busy!
4 I ’m not playing  tennis at the moment because it’s stormy.
5 Are  your neighbours having  a party? I can hear music. 

 5

2 Correct the mistake in each sentence.
1 Hurry up! We don’t have many time.
 Hurry up! We don’t have much time.
2 There’s some apple on the table.
 There’s an apple on the table.
3 Unfortunately I don’t have a money with me so I can’t help you.
 Unfortunately I don’t have any money with me so I can’t help you.
4 How much people were at your party?
 How many people were at your party?
5 There are a lot cheap shops in the mall.
 There are a lot of cheap shops in the mall. 

 5

3 Write the sentences in the past.
1 I’m not hungry.
 I wasn’t hungry.
2 Why aren’t you at school?
 Why weren’t you at school?
3 Mum’s very pleased because I passed my exams.
 Mum was very pleased because I passed my exams.
4 My brothers are good at sport.
 My brothers were good at sport.
5 Is John in your class?
 Was John in your class?

 5

4 Complete the sentences with the past simple form of the verbs in the box.

invite  not play   see   not go   buy

1 Did  you see  that film last night?
2 We didn’t go  to the new shopping mall at the weekend.
3 Maria didn’t play  tennis last week because she was ill. 
4 Dad bought  a new tablet yesterday.
5 I invited  Lauren to my party, but she said no!

 5
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Vocabulary
5 Match the key words (1–5) with the types of film and TV programmes in the box.  

You don’t need every TV programme.

reality TV show   cartoon   western   chat show   soap opera   
fantasy   horror   crime series   love story   the news

1 cowboys, Indians, America, guns western
2 regular characters, every week, popular soap opera
3 police, criminals, guns, murders crime series
4 romance, man, woman, emotion love story
5 every day, international, real stories the news

 5

6 Complete the sentences with the correct shops.
1 I’m going to the electronics  shop in town to buy a new laptop.
2 Does the local newsagent  have my favourite magazine?
3 I bought a new tennis racket at the sports  shop.
4 I always buy my favourite chocolate at the sweet  shop.
5 Can you go to the chemist  for me and get some aspirin? I’ve got  

a really bad headache.
 5

7 Complete the sentences with the verbs in the box.

borrow   shop   sell   earn   spends

1 I want to sell  my old laptop because I never use it.
2 How much does a teacher earn  in your country?
3 Peter spends  all his money on books.
4 Can I borrow  £50? I can pay you back tomorrow.
5 Where’s the best place to shop  for cheap clothes?

 5

8 Circle  the correct options.
1 My uncle’s a  . I bought his latest book recently.
 a writer b artist c musician
2 You’re so  . You never listen to other people.
 a calm b stubborn c brave
3 Mum always helps everyone. She’s really  .
 a quiet b cheerful c kind
4 Dad’s a  so he sees a lot of criminals.
 a scientist b lawyer c computer programmer
5 You’re very  to go travelling around Europe alone.
 a brave b funny c friendly

 5
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Listening
9 20  Listen to fi ve teenagers talking about role models. Complete the sentences.

1 Speaker One’s role model is her grandma  .
2 Speaker Two respects athletes  .
3 Speaker Three loves it when singers (aren’t scared to) sing  about important things.
4 Speaker Four wants to be a professional Formula 1 driver  .
5 Speaker Five thinks the writer of the Harry Potter  books is a good role model.

 20

Reading
10 Read the article about shopping.

 Put the sentences (a–e) into the correct places (1–5) in the text.
a She reads all the fashion magazines so she knows what’s in fashion.
b I only go shopping when I need to buy a birthday present or something for school.
c It seems to me that a lot of girls like to spend their free time shopping.
d But clearly they do!
e I think those things make her feel good.

 20

When my friends ask me to go shopping with them, I almost always 
say no. I really like spending time with my friends, but I really 
don’t like spending hours in the local shopping mall. 1 d

This is how a shopping trip starts for my friends. They meet at 
their favourite café. They have a coffee fi rst to plan which shops 
they want to go to and then off they go! And they are not alone. 
2 c  My friends don’t have much money but that doesn’t 
stop them; window shopping is fun for them too!

My best friend, Fiona, can spend a whole day going from one shop 
to the next. 3 a  She often goes into shops and just tries 
clothes on but doesn’t want to buy them. What’s the point in that?

Then there’s my other friend, Ali. She buys a lot of make-up and perfume. 4 e  She 
really likes spending her money in good-quality cosmetics shops.

And then there’s me! My idea of the perfect Saturday is to be outside, enjoying the fresh air. 
5 b  I never go shopping for fun – it’s defi nitely not an enjoyable experience for me.
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Writing
11  Write a review of the last film you saw. Use the prompts below to help you.  

Write about 120 words.

• name of film   

• type of film   

• director   

• actors   

• story   

• main characters   

• why you liked the film   

• recommendation
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 20
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